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Point- and vetor-valued funtions

The book often doesn t distinguish between a point P and its position vetor r = P −O, where O is the

origin of a oordinate system. Coneptually, they re very di�erent, sine you an talk about points and

vetors geometrially without bringing oordinates into it, so the onepts are meaningful even if there is

no suh thing as O to equivoate them. On the other hand, when doing alulations, it s easy to on�ate

them; sine the oordinates of O are all 0, when you do the subtration, the omponents of r are exatly

the same as the oordinates of P . Still, you should always keep in mind whether a given expression really

refers to a point or to a vetor.

If P is a point, then the di�erene ∆P is a vetor (beause it s the result of subtrating two points),

and then the di�erential dP is an in�nitesimal vetor. If P is a funtion of some salar quantity t, then
dP/dt makes sense, beause it s a vetor divided by a salar, but now it s no longer in�nitesimal (unless it

happens to be zero). In other words, the derivative of a point with respet to a salar is a vetor. Another

way to say this is that if f is a point-valued funtion, then its derivative f ′
is a vetor-valued funtion:

f ′(t) = lim
h→0

Å

f(t+ h)− f(t)

h

ã

;

�rst subtrat two points to get a vetor, then divide by the salar h to get another vetor, and �nally take

the limit of these vetors to get a vetor. Of ourse, the derivative of a vetor with respet to a salar is

also a vetor; in other words, the derivative of a vetor-valued funtion is also a vetor-valued funtion.

For example, if P gives the position of some objet at time t, then P is a point, but dP/dt, the velo-

ity of the objet, is a vetor. (Note that the magnitude of this vetor is the objet s speed.) If we write v

for dP/dt, then dv/dt is the aeleration of the objet, whih is also a vetor. (Physiists and mehani-

al engineers use the word `aeleration' like this, to indiate any hange in veloity �speed or diretion�

over time. In everyday language, this word means something more like d |v|/dt, the derivative of speed

with respet to time, whih is the same as the salar omponent of the aeleration in the diretion of the

veloity. This is positive if the objet is speeding up and negative if the objet is slowing down, or deeler-

ating.)

Reversing this, if you take the inde�nite integral of a vetor, then the result may be either a point or

a vetor, beause di�erentiating either of these yields a vetor. This ambiguity is pakaged into the on-

stant of integration. For example,

r
〈2t, 3〉 dt = 〈t2, 3t〉+ C, whih is a point if C is a point and a vetor

if C is a vetor. The de�nite integral of a vetor is always a vetor: fundamentally, you get it by add-

ing up in�nitely many in�nitesimal vetors (or approximate it by adding up a large number of small ve-

tors), and adding up vetors yields a vetor; in pratie, you usually alulate it by subtrating indef-

inite integrals, and regardless of whether you view the inde�nite integrals as points or as vetors, sub-

trating them yields a vetor. For example, both

r 1

t=0
〈2t, 3〉 dt = 〈t2, 3t〉|

1
t=0 = 〈1, 3〉 − 〈0, 0〉 = 〈1, 3〉, andr 1

t=0
〈2t, 3〉 dt = (t2, 3t)|

1
t=0 = (1, 3)− (0, 0) = 〈1, 3〉 give the same result.

Putting this all together, onsider the initial-value problem in whih the aeleration of an objet is

−32k = 〈0, 0,−32〉 (whih is the aeleration of a freely falling objet near Earth s surfae, if we use units

of feet and seonds), the objet s initial veloity is 〈3, 0, 4〉 (so a speed of 5 ft/s eastward and upward with

a slope of 4/3), and the objet s initial position is (0, 0, 100) (so 100 feet above the origin on the ground).

Then you an alulate a general formula for the objet s position P as a funtion of the elapsed time t by
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integrating:

dv

dt
= 〈0, 0,−32〉;

dv = 〈0, 0,−32〉 dt;w
v=〈3,0,4〉

dv =
w
t=0

〈0, 0,−32〉 dt;

v − 〈3, 0, 4〉 = 〈0, 0,−32t〉 − 〈0, 0,−32(0)〉;

v = 〈3, 0, 4〉+ 〈0, 0,−32t〉;

dP

dt
= 〈3, 0, 4− 32t〉;

dP = 〈3, 0, 4− 32t〉 dt;w
P=(0,0,100)

dP =
w
t=0

〈3, 0, 4− 32t〉 dt;

P − (0, 0, 100) = 〈3t, 0, 4t− 16t2〉 −
¨

3(0), 0, 4(0)− 16(0)
2
∂

;

P = (0, 0, 100) + 〈3t, 0, 4t− 16t2〉;

P = (3t, 0, 100 + 4t− 16t2).

In other words, the position after t seonds is 3t feet east of the origin at a height of 100 + 4t− 16t2 feet.

In the ourse of solving this, I ve used the semide�nite integral :

w
t=a

f(t) dt =
w t

τ=a
f(τ) dτ .

The Fundamental Theorem of Calulus allows us to alulate these integrals easily:

w
t=a

F ′(t) dt = F (t)− F (a).

This is very handy when solving initial-value problems. Sine v = 〈3, 0, 4〉 when t = 0, the �rst step in

whih I introdued integrals is doing the same operation to both sides of the equation; similarly, the se-

ond introdution of integrals is valid beause P = (0, 0, 100) when t = 0. To solve this problem using in-

de�nite integrals instead requires two extra steps (one for eah integral) to �nd the onstants of integra-

tion, but using semide�nite integrals avoids that.
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